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Dedication

Dedication to help push, and show others that they are not alone in the situations there in or going
through.
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Acknowledgement

Everything that is written, is meant to be uplifting for you, and me.
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About the author

My name is Raymond Jones, a very good, loving,
and kind hearted young man. I started writing
music, and poetry around my child life ages. It really
means a lot to me, especially since my grandfather
was always there to comfort me. So everything that
I write is true, and life changing to me, to others.
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Life Experiences
Life Experiences
His life, your life
Starts and began,
Even though just started
He's anxious for the end,
Hurt as always none good to say,
Just hurt and delays, which causes decay,
He walks to a cliff, cries and pleads,
Swiftly falls off, the hope to be free,
A drop to the ground, what a terrible bash,
At peace, at peace finally at last,
Hours past, he then woke,
Out of confusion, a voice then spoke,
"Don't worry my child, your pain has end"
His Life, Your Life Starts... and Begins...
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Cry Of Confusion
A, A cry For Help
A list of emotions
That were left
On the shelf
Behind
Soon you'll receive
The difference between wants and needs
Conceive and breathe
(Inhale) another cry for help
The heart beat
Of a Witness
Fear of a pigeon
Blind with sight
Lost in a storm
Not mentioned
A want to be joyful
Like a race
At the finish
Line at time
The pain and suffer
Replenish
But Life stretched
As rubber
Still I weep
From suffer
Brought then left
But where you meet me
It's not too easy
Another cry for help
Cry for help
Cry for help
Doesn't anyone hear me
Too kind and loving
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For those to fear me
Instead dispose
And flow when
Near me
But near me
I feel not her nor he
But what I feel
Is unclear to see
The one inside
Holds Faith in me
Again for hours
I cry and cry
But not for pain
But for the joy placed inside
Cry
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Just Waiting
(Just Waiting)
Soon, soon just wait you'll see,
The one, and only will truly be,
Truly be truly, well what is her name,
Losing much time, the clocks moving in vain,
Insane I must Feel, her beauty I seek,
Her smile blind sight, and her touch makes weak,
Creep I shall not, stand where I stand,
Walk to her with pride, pride of a man,
Soon I'll see her, this angel I've chasing,
Your man oh Tina, on one knee (Just Waiting)
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Decision
Decision
Stay put, don't move,
Don't fear, or shake
I search for months,
To make away,
To see, to feel,
The love for me,
Without it I gasp,
For air to breathe,
No sleep, nor rest
Till I reach her love,
Until the warmth that I feel
As a mitten, or glove,
So please don't move,
Don't fear, nor shake
look Here is your ring,
Your Decision to make..
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Escape
ESCAPE
Escape, leave, run, get away,
Where you stand you make constant mistakes,
Erase your hoping for decisions you make
A new heart but it seems to constantly break,
Down on his face, a tear he sees,
"Stay Strong" he says but, He proceeded to weep,
Weak as he feels, faith he keeps,
Jehovah You Seek,
As one of his sheep's,
"Why am I running?" I constantly ask,
As if an answer would supposedly add,
Happy, then sad, so strange, out of place,
I'm stuck repetition, much need for escape...
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Alone
Alone
No one in sight
No mid for night
Nor sight to see
No dark for light
A want to be heard
A want to be seen
But a want nothing more then a wish or dream
Alone
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Due Time
(Time)
Big hand
Little Hand
Please move at a pace
Not too fast for the other
But enough for the race
Still he moves to chase
But she leaves him behind
He still ticks and move
Hoping she stops and rewind
After awhile a bell rings at noon
But he still chase and hope she'll recognize soon
Big hand little hand
One day will bind
Some hour
Some minute
I hope in due time
Time...
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My Mother
MY MOTHER
"Oh Mother, Oh Mother!"
Please tell me what's wrong,
A queen as she, has needs, and a thrown,
If sweets she ask, then candy she gets,
If cold at times, a sweater I'll knit,
Whatever shall fit, the needs of her,
The son of Jewel, is much more than worth...
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My Angel
My Angel
Sahara, Sahara, can't wait till you come,
To see your first sight, I'll dive, and I'll run,
I dream of your smile, and hold you so near,
You have all of my attention, no reason to fear,
My hand wide open to catch every tear,
Anytime that you need me I'll show, and appear,
I know you'll be special, kindly, and smart,
Little sister I promise we'll never depart,
Impatient, so anxious can't wait till we start,
My Sahara, My Sister, My Little Angle.... and Star.
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Desk 3
DESK 3
I'm searching for you
Not one, nor two,
Most days I'll play sick
Just sit in your view,
Ok Raymond I'm thinking Am I coming too strong,
Or maybe I'm not
In these feelings alone,
Don't want to be wrong
If I am, I'll face
The consequence, too big to leave and erase,
Until then chase, run, and see
For the moment, ears open
To be called to desk 3...
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Matters
Matters
Matters, what matters the most, is that, that's very close,
Thus far as problems, you began to solve them, hard to dodge when they're very close,
We began to joke when it's a far, when it's near,
It's more than we can bar-gain,
For men, yes men, we pretend, and so,
Deep inside, there goes pride then show,
What hides, behind what's meant to be seen,
Like being an bench warmer, yet star of the team,
A beautiful dream, something you can't resist,
Waking up in a shock, is it something I missed,
Tense, suddenly, your dreams, shatter,
But smiles all around, yes, family does matter...
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White Jesus
Engine Starts, Vroom,
White Jesus, white Jesus, please come to me,
If only someone would sneak me the key,
Maybe my wife, or one of his daughters,
A grandson of course, it'll make it less harder,
Cam, Carson, weak of a fighter,
But, yes, of course, there is little Micah,
Inspired, Oh No, there's a stop I reach,
Tomorrow is Sunday Little Micah's speech,
Carry on, I know, I've been defeated,
Until next time, farewell White Jesus,
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Forgot
FORGOT
I'm at 3 counting up
No..I didn't start from one,
Of course you'll think last,
But feel like I've won,
No I'm not saying that others are not important,
Each number, has it's on meaning,
Sorted in portions,
I said one, I said 3, I'll add 4 and 5,
But..I feel as if..I'm still wrong not right,
There something else that's missing, search I might,
I can count, but it's not in my view, nor sight,
I'm paying the price, I'm going insane,
On the tip of my tongue, and it's killing my brain,
WAIT!
Now I got it, how could I count and miss
Not a wet floor, but I ran by, and slipped,
I left and went, not losing my spot,
Step back at two, and you thought I forgot..
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Stand
Stand, thunder,
Afraid? ok maybe just a bit,
Some say it's common, "have common...
Sense, this world is so wicked, you need help, for sure,
Whose love is wide, and heart is pure,
Secure I add, a chair, please,
This pressure is over,
Over concede,
Some questions they seem to rush my mind,
Hoping they enter my head in due time,
Like who made up christian,
Who had the vision,
If someone said,
Would I really listen,
Worrying bout this..and that, pay attention,
In his kingdom we'll stay, and not just visit,
The sense of your love, sisters and brothers,
Jehovah, and Jesus, there is no other,
No other, can care, to give us a chance,
If thunder comes again, I can sit no....Stand!
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King Mitch
King Mitch
Not 3, not 2, just 1 King Mitch,
Nor you, nor me, will have the nose, to sense,
Or air to breathe, the same as he,
Not strength to walk, or faith to leave,
But he, he has, live on, you must,
This world we live, it's unreal to trust,
From dust we came, and back we'll go,
And tears will fall, much feelings of low,
Don't go we'll ask, and hope to be,
It's something we didn't, prepare to see,
R, I, P, grandpa, my love is sent,
Not 3, nor 2, but 1 King Mitch...
We Love You
Mitchell James Jones
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Reasons

Questions, many reasons,
For what, reasoning why,
Clothing's, accessories, is it necessary to buy,
Reasons for old, reasons for new,
Reasonable lies, a reason for truth,
Reasons for colors, a beautiful view,
Red if mad, if sad, then blue,
Consume, then breathe, take time to think,
As it floats in mind, take time to sink,
The thoughts are clear, near, and weakling,
To remember God's choice, for the good your being,
Reminded, who I am, remaining God's, achieving,
And to know, is the way, determines most reasons...
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Answers

Answers
Important information most of us are missing,
The minute you red, you stopped,
at the entrance,
Lets really get in this,
What would you, really know,
About this heavenly kingdom, that Jesus once spoke,
Again, and again, and most would provoke,
And picked on those with no wealth, and low,
Great knowledge you'll soak,
And kick up the dirt,
Kind of funny realizing we started there first,
At birth we seem to come with questions,
Behind them always comes with lessons
Accept the gift, from wrong, we've turned,
And the answers from the Teacher, applied, as learned,
Many are coming, some will change,
The answers so close, simple and plain
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Thanks
THANKS
The time is now, during battles within,
A helping hand, to lift, to stand,
Your love is so grand, and pleasant, to boast,
Deep down you stay, inside as a yoke,
Provoked, at times had feelings of low,
Of feelings, yes billions, maybe millions to show,
So...Supportive I'll add, and loving, and sweet,
The information you fed me, made it easy to eat,
Too much to speak, too bright for news,
I mean, how can I pay, what I owe to you,
The amount that's due, from love, that's true,
To my family, and friends, this is my thanks to you...
THANKS
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Exist
Exist
Wake, at once, it comes out to this,
A plan, your chance to not hide behind tint,
If I wasn't hurt, would you take time to sit,
Take time to look, to notice, I exist,
The chance to be seen, even a
sec,
A sound, a call, maybe even a breath,
Expecting for visits, family, and friends,
Not leaving out those, with open hands,
Can, and cannot are powerful words,
Some breakdown, some will encourage,
Seeing that of many, some, self-centered,
Be cautious of what, is placed in the center,
I guess what I'm saying, comes out to this,
Those not seen, have dreams, to exist...
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Broken

Break
We hope that it doesn't happen,
To boast, especially when caught in caption,
Over, and lapping, these feelings we soak,
To blame ourselves, with sadness we mope,
Take notes, to catch what happens in the end,
Supposedly much joy, well It all depends,
Lend as tokens, when said, there's showing,
Acts, and actions, much more provoking,
No jokes, out of time, a little unnoticed,
To see, pay attention, the heart's been Broken...
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Stay Ready

Stay Ready
Get ready Shamea, get ready for she,
Yourself of course, get ready for the,
Parents, and all, are happy to see,
You, and that smile are more of a treat,
A loving, sweet tooth, a girl not boy,
As sweet as almond, that's almond, Joy,
We feel that's when, when your around,
Don't blink, and turn, nor miss, stay bound,
This child was blessed, with lots of changing,
So save smiles, Stay Ready for Aunt Tina & Uncle Raymond...
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Matter Of Seconds
Matter Of Seconds
I can, I will, in a matter of seconds,
With skills of such, oh this wonderful blessing,
Look above, no gloves, nor needs of catching,
No preachers, nor teachers, no need for lessons,
No phone for calls, or key, and pads for texting,
No magnifying glassess, for loads of inspecting,
Needs of cheeking, I get it, in this world, deflections,
The disease of hatred, a non-stop infection,
But...
Feet to run, ears to hear, this wonderful message,
That of hope, and faith, just in A Matter Of Seconds...
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And Still
And Still
So much I had, then lost, and still,
Much faith, joy, and love I will,
Strive for something better, bigger than this,
Humongous, and large, impossible to miss,
Give up I'll think, but no reason to quit,
A refuge God is, and I'll use, as a tent,
Wondered off as I went, ready spread the good news,
But the faces they made, looked upset, and confused,
Thinking, what do I do, if I leave, I lose,
Or try again, and again until, someone might choose,
Stay connected, and fused, to Jehovah, we'll kneel,
Through struggles we fight, then praise... AND STILL.
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For Kim

For Kim
Oh my, very brilliant, so smart, and shines,
Advice this person gives, release stress, in the mind,
I know this person will get me, for adding this in the line,
But this amazing person's older, but shorter at the same time,
Throughout the vines, a lot she taught me, whether she noticed,
But watching you as I grew, made me a lot stronger, and focused,
You rubbed off as lotion, to do things that I dreamed,
Of traveling, I did drawing, and of course I did sing,
Speaking of that, you have the spotlight,
I'll act as a child, until you sing me goodnight
Truly these feelings I keep, because I miss her,
This poem, slash letter, For Kim My Sister...
Kimberly Whitt
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Imagine
Imagine
Just picture imagine, you could be anything,
But feelings of doubt could destroy a dream,
The hard of ache, and success it brings,
As a bird in a cage, that's finally broke free,
Soar, spread wings, like there isn't nothing else,
Like your lost without a team, so your focus is self,
But everyone needs help, whether it's now, or later,
Either small, or large, whatevers your favor
-Its not so simple, or easy, nor tragic,
So dream, believe, as far as you can, Imagine...
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Sandy Beaches

Sandy Beaches
This place he feels, it's unreal to meet,
The warmth, relaxation, placed under his feet,
When he's still, he sink's, just try not to blink,
Not fund of holidays, nor tricks, but treats,
He enjoys the most, especially when taking,
In, yet again, then again, and finally he's awaking,
From this dream in the day, he touch, smell, and see,
He hears, and think, of this place he's seek,
The wind he can feel, as he stretch, and reaches,
As planned, he stands, and glanced at Sandy Beaches...
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As Silly As Can Be
As Silly As Can Be
These wonderful companions are caring and free,
The cause of joy, as silly as can be,
So wonderful, and free, no need for a tree,
Roscoe, Boo Boo, Bubba the three,
Close friends that I have, explanation for that,
First one Roscoe, well he's right on my lap,
Fear he had, now joy in fact,
The smile when he sees me, reverse, and impacts,
On us when it's seen, it's beauty, as a tune,
To watch them chase each other, all over the room,
Around noon, work together, "MEOH'" for lunch,
So smart to spilt apart, to send the message as a dart,
Hit the target you must, until you get what you need,
Boo Boo with the eyes, keep begging, and plead,
Bubba for the kill, you've been at it hours,
Your known for jumping, as you leap for the counter,
At the end you'll get, what you've worked so hard for,
Just know when it's dinner, you'll begin to work more,
These cats are my family, these wonderful three,
When around you'll laugh, it's worth the treat,
Sitting down you'll see them from head to feet,
The cause of joy, AS SILLY AS CAN BE...
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Let Go
Let Go
To hold on to something, that's resistance to be held,
Mixed emotions about the one, so you wander, and dwell,
But just as gel, we move slow, hoping things will soon work,
Giving chance for change, as feelings keep sending alerts,
Is it worth, is it worth it, the heartbreak within,
To hold on to something great, and have weakness for sin,
To be hurt, confused, and led on a stray,
To pray for help, hoping it goes away,
As days, through nights, you toss, and turn,
Just to want yourself, not to be so concern,
"As the writer I do, and we have much more to show,
Bad moments we have, we turn, and let go."
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Changes Around Us
Changes Around Us
A Person, place, things that change,
For the good, or bad, it's never the same,
You can try to rearrange, but what is the use,
If the person, nor place doesn't notice you too,
Recognizing the truth, skies blue as our feelings,
To think life as cards, and Jehovah, who's dealing,
To differ it's thrilling, to go against him who brought,
The freewill we have, to even lack such thought,
These things you see, around us, through the day,
The lost of mercy, forgiven, finds hate,
No form, look, or shape, to cover our actions,
To separate from others, and live, what a passion,
Much confusion that's passing, but there's something, just think,
That'll make you turn that frown, to a smile, in a blink,
To think, no more sorry, death, or pain to adjust,
Just looks of awe, as we view... Changes Around Us...
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Another Chance
Another Chance
Never did I plan to pick up, this man again,
To stand, then re:advance to a better chance,
With a beginning, with no beginning, to be given a chance,
It's simple, but seems so basic, to have a pencil with led,
But not the part, to erase it, so the paper then shreds,
No meds can help, this pain within,
A selfish disease the pain is, to never wander, nor spread,
A best friend you would think, to never run off, and leave,
The suffer it causes, makes me cry out, and plead,
No more, please stop, are the thoughts in my head,
Time after time, wondering, where has this lead,
Praying as I pled, as tears then spread,
But I smile, as fail, so Again...Another Chance..
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Who Am I
Who Am I??
Who am I, who are you, to ask me such questions,
To tell me to look, sit down, what a lesson,
To hush, what do I do, just let you get hurt,
For me to not warn you, would it really be worth,
The times we walk, together on foot,
Even days when its cold, I sat there, and shook,
The mailman is coming, why is he here?
To take you, I'll yell, until he flees, and disappears,
Sometimes he gets lucky, thanks to this leash,
But my best friend, and owner, is still here in peace,
I'm let back inside, finally lunch,
Kibbles, and bits, whatever it's such,
Amazingly time spent, at the end I can say,
Outside, then back in, on your lap, I'll lay,
If i may, ask you this question, end this madness...so,
If you can guess WHO I AM, please let me know...
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Fight
Fight
The word fight, doesn't always have the meaning of violence,
The true meaning,or definition can be, acts of enlightenment,
When you're down, but getting up, to try again, it's exciting,
With love, it's even more, an excuse for fighting,
Our love, his love, begging you to get better,
We'll be by your side, no need for a letter,
No matter the weather, we're right there to meet,
If needed to talk, ears open, so speak,
Your love we seek, every day, every week,
And when times get rough, your still strong when weak,
To see you come out, and smiling so bright,
So once again we beg you, for us please FIGHT...
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The Things I Do
The Things I Do
The things I do, to you, that constantly hurts,
Your feelings, I feel, are loving, but worse,
When I dis-obey, I don't mean to offend,
So weak, and frail, I feel when I sin,
Up, and down, I spin, as I try to get through it,
A feast full of scriptures, and a thirst full of music,
And sounds of peace, when it's all about you,
The words from your mouth, are not false, or untrue,
I try to make due, with the many of blessings,
When it's all said, and done, you make life seems so treacherous,
Ignored, and I've hurt you, if only I knew,
To not make a wish when the candles are blew,
To leave you, no way could I ever be through,
A second chance to live, on a earth brand new,
My father, my God, we owe it all to you,
Unselfish, steady watching, the things I do to you...
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Always You've Been, & Always You'll Be
Always You've Been
&
Always You'll Be
Always you'll be, always you've been,
Right there in my heart, before, and then,
Imprinted on my mind, your ways, & thoughts,
Your brightness would never leave room for the dark,
For us we fought, no thoughts to leave,
A love that's true, no space to concede,
You've run a mile in my dreams through days, & nights,
Without glasses in the dark, your still there in my sight,
Your price is priceless, no one could afford,
No item, nor trips, your love values, much more,
Physically I can't touch you, but my heart you achieved,
Always You've Been, & Always You'll Be...
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See You Soon
See You Soon
From normal to mad, & joyful to sad,
Many hurtful moments shared, now present, from past,
Plenty feelings we've dragged, whether bad, or good,
The words we kept, and realized we could,
Have expressed our feelings, and showed if best,
The possible, to do over, this time correct,
A mess unmade, no need to restart,
From wrong to right, to view light, not dark,
The hear of a beat, that will stay in my heart,
Your love stays with me, it'll never depart,
I'll do my part for Jehovah, from daylight till noon,
Until the new world, much love, and I'll See You Soon...
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Not Only
Not heard, as deaf, one photo, one shelf,
Like a marriage between two, but still one you've felt,
One's the result, from beginning, to end,
Continue to just smile though pained, pretend,
Lend help to others, and getting hurt in return,
And the one's that receive, the payments unearned,
Unconcerned it feels, to never feel noticed,
Even just by self, you still feel as outspoken,
No matter the volume, either high, or low,
Hide, and seek with these feelings, hope soon they'll show,
None shown, any attention, very down, done, and lonely,
There was us to just me, but with Jehovah I'm Not Only....
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Hate
hate
Love is a strong word, but we continue to use,
When confused, the word hate, appears, and consumes,
A true fact, Jehovah gave his only begotten son,
Still we wrong everyday, and he's yet to hate us once,
A passion of dislike, to others when mad,
But he told us to love our neighbors, and to hate what is bad,
So what's bad, or negative, either...or it's still done,
The person that applied actions, that can't be undone,
Not a tab, or some, could give you relief, So the goals you've set, unable to reach,
But there is a way, instead of feeling replenish,
But never think God's gone, or Jehovah is missing,
He's there waiting, for your cry for forgiveness,
To admit that your wrong, to ask for repentance,
Get away from earthly desires, that Satan made unsafe,
And finally live with love, in paradise, Jehovah made,
Well the chance is still there, if right decisions you make,
The problem simply can't go, but it can be replaced,
Now you have a choice, to turn, or face,
Either Love, or live with this system called Hate...
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Last Words
The Last Words
From living at the highest, we've shockingly hit lowest,
A vision that was seen, is unseen for showing,
What a future to be throwing, up, and away,
To make a choice for your life, to leave, or stay,
A reason to pray, with deep breaths, a soft tone,
With pressure such as these, there's no need to be alone,
Much feelings are shown, admitting your hurt,
Not physically, still feeling like your tossed in the dirt,
It's for sure that your angry, sad, or upset,
To let go, not hold as a whole, and split,
But is..is it worth, to pretend to forget,
And give away what was gave to you to invest,
The best bet for no regrets, is to make sure what's unheard,
Is it going, or ending is this..The Last Words...
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Repeats
Repeats
This hurt, this pain, I can't seem to ignore,
Through days, & nights, it's been dreamed before,
Rough sleep, fatal actions, happen more than once,
For decades, plenty years, and surpassed through months,
I've been on, and off, the job of a light,
Switched to love to hate, many more restless nights,
I'd seem to get, when sins gets involved,
Realizing, selfishness, wants apart of it all,
To part from it all, is a want that I've dreamt,
But this promise to my father, makes decisions indent,
Something that's meant, seems out of it's reach,
With a ladder to grab, but no help for the feet,
Not to walk, nor skip, no reason for a leap,
No sheep to count, to fall asleep,
This confused heart I have, it's never skipped beats,
Until..It finally stops, the heart's out...of Repeats..
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Uncommon
Uncommon
Like her, like him either one you see,
The thought, and decision, your opinion to be,
These actions, take practice, correlate your best,
Less time for relaxing, or retracing your steps,
This row, and model..you've chosen a mess,
The right, or correct you chose to neglect,
Much stress it takes, to awaken yourself,
To not cope another person, the mirror views oneself,
A quick belch if you have to, you have help I promise,
Many her's, and he's, but choose to be Uncommon...
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